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FOREWORD
When Thespis stepped forth and became the first actor in 5>3l» B. C,
drama had its beginning as a technique of having- actors tell a story to
an audience. The Greek playwrights, including Sophocles, experimented with
writing, added actors, and laid a foundation for theatre as we know it
today. This play, Oedipus the King , is representative of this period of
beginning and stands as one of the classics of world drama. With the
presentation of the play the audience was given an insight into early
theatre, the actors were i iven a challenge worthy of any hi h school
student, and the director was awakened to the necessity of studying the
history of drama.
The author's decision to do this play was based upon his desire to
show to high school students and their parents what can be done above the
level of the common, lipht comediea which are the most frequently produced
plays in the secondary school of our country. It was the author's purpose
to show an audience that theatre can e entertaining, if done well, regard-
less of when the script was written. Also, the author has always had a
personal interest in the Greek tragedies and anticipated enjoyment in
learning more about them. He knew that an extensive research would be
necessary if he were to attempt such a weighty production, using high
school students who would perform before an audience of people who were
accustomed to lighter entertainment provided by motion pictures and
television.
The author felt that the school in which he taught would have the
facilities to do this play and that the people of the community would
accept the play. The author believed that he could adequately cast the
people who would portray the characters created by Sophocles, and he knew
that the school calendar would permit the five-week rehearsal schedule
which he planned.
Finally, the author felt that the play would make a picturesque
presentation, for the costumes and stage would be a distinct change from
our modern plays. With all of these things influencing the author's
judgment he proceded with the plans for the production which finally
became a reality May 15, 195°.
THE PRODUCTION
Directorial Concept and Approach
General . When the author commenced work on Oedipua the King, he
knew that his first obstacle would be the attainment of a clear picture
of that which he and the actors would present to the audience which would
view the play. In Modern Theatre Practice can be found the approach which
a director must take.
His first step is to determine as clearly as possible what
approach he is going to make to the interpretation of the playj that
is, what effect the playwright intended to produce and how the
director is going to present the total production so as best to bring
out this effect.!
The author realized that his work as a director, as a costume designer,
and as a producer would come later, but his first task was to find the
story of the play and the intent of Sophocles. In order to do this, it
would be necessary to become familiar with the story which precedes the
play. He found this information, written by Charles Alexander
Kobinaon, Jr.
Oedipus the King
,
the first of the Theban saga, is perhaps the
greatest of the iophoclean tragedies. As we discover in the course
of the drama, Oedipus 's parents, Laiu3 and Jocasta, had exposed him
"-Hubert Heffner, Samuel Selden, and Hunton D. Sellman, Modern Theatre
Practice
, p. 13.
•t birth, but he had bean rescued by a shepherd and reared by Polybua
and terope, the king and queen of Corinth. lears later Oedipus had
met Laius on a lonely road; they had not known each other and there
had been a quarrel, with the younger man killing the elder. Oedipus
had continued his journey to Thebes, where a monst r oppressed the
city. He had guessed the riddle of the Sphinx, the city had been
relieved, and the grateful people had made him king. He had then
narried Jocaata, the widow of the late king. They had had children,
the years had pusaed, and a plague had fallen upon Thebes, At this
point the play opens.
1
With this information guiding him the director of the play began to
think about what he would present to his audience. He had a concept of the
story, and now he must formulate a concept of the effect which he would
attempt to present.
Plays hove been defined in many ways; as "the stage presentation
of a dra.-aa," or "a story in dialogue shown in action before an audi-
ence," or "an imitation of an action." None of these definitions
su^iiciinLly emphasize the fact that from the viewpoint of the theatre,
the drama or the story written down in a manuscript or printed in
a book, tho lines to be s.ioken and the stage directions to be carried
out, are not in the truest 3ense a play at all. They are rather the
directions from which a play can be made. They beojme a play oy being
played, in the 3ame way that a song comes into existence only as the
printed words and notes are sung. This idea is the basis of the
ancient maxim that "No play is a play until it is acted."
But, according to the modern conception, acting alone does not
create a play; for a play is not merely an intellectual understanding
of an incident gathered from the actions and the words of the actors.
It is a far bigger thing. It is an impression made on the spectators
by ideas, sounds, colors, movements, lines, and all the other elements
that move one in the audience. It is an emotional reaction to these
elements and to many others that are too subtle to be analyzed out
of the total situation. In brief, a play is an effect made upon an
audience. 2
As the author became more sure of his concept of the play and that
effect which he wished to bring to his audience, he cast the play, keeping
'Robinson, op. cit.
, p. xii.
'Milton Smith, Flay Production
, p. 3.
in mind the dramatic impact required by the script of the play and selecting
students whom he felt would convey this impact.
'rfhen the play was cast and the author had become more familiar with
the text of the play, the first rehearsal was held April 12, 1959. This
gave the cast and the director a period of five week3 in which to prepare
the play. The first rehearsal was held on a Sunday afternoon, with the
purpose of familiarizing the cast with the script and answering questions
concerning the story, the philosophy presented and pronunciation. The
director felt that it was necessary that the first rehearsal be informal.
Consequently, he met his cast for the fir3t time to read the play and
attempt to find relaxation and pleasure on a Sunday afternoon. He felt
that a school day would not be as propitious for the purpose which was
his primary objective at the first rehearsal.
Nothing is more important for success in a play production,
both amateur and professional, than the conduct of rehearsals; and
unfortunately this is one of the most difficult parts of the pro-
cess. One can learn from a book how to organize for a performance,
or how to make scenery, or the i.cportant facts about lighting. 3ut
rehearsing, like the teaching process, is a very subtle thing,
depending almost entirely on the influence of one personality on
another. A good director, like a ,-ood teacher of any other art or
craft, must be the product of experience.
Nevertheless, there are certain suf estions that may be givenj
and the most important of these is the fact that the rehearsing of
a play is a learning process for the actor—and for the director,
too—and that, therefore, like all learninr processes, it consists
of a series of distinct and recognizable steps.
^
The director had previously set his rehearsal schedule according to
standard form, as described by Mr. Smith.
1IM.d., p. 67.
There are, in my opinion, four distinct phases, or steps, which
are discernible in any series of rehearsals, whether or not they are
recognized by the persons involved. The sensible thing is to follow
these steps consciously, and to make each one as sound as possible.
They arej
1. Preliminary study, during which the actors should become
familiar with the idea of the play.
2. Blocking out the movement, or deciding and learning the
entrances, exits, and changes of position.
3. working out the details of characterization, or learning
the roles and how to act them most effectively.
h. Working for finish, or pulling the whole play together to
give unity and effectiveness of performance."'
At the first rehearsal on sta; e the director blocked the movement of
the play for the convenience of time. It is his belief that students
become tired after a period of two hours for most acting rehearsals, but
for this play he felt that the students would tire more readily. Conse-
quently, he limited his first four rehearsals to an hour. He found that
the retention of the actors was much better than if he tried to keep them
a longer period of time. After the actors became more familiar with the
play, the director increased the rehearsal time to an hour and a half,
and for the last two weeks of preparation he used a full two hours for
rehearsals.
The author feels that it is advisable for any one attempting to present
Greek drama in the high school to use students who are intellectually
capable of understanding as well as memorizing the script of the play.
It is not enough for an actor merely to memorize Greek drama. Far too
^bid., p. 68.
many actors, in college aa well as high school, fail to develop an
understanding of the part which they are to portray. With this failing
on the part of an actor, a role will develop as a cold an inanimate
repetition of words, and the audience will not be given any effect. The
author felt that it was extremely important that his actors be intellec-
tually qualified to Interpret the characters in Oedipus the King, and he
cast the play with this in mind.
The author knew that the three central characters, Oedipus, Creon,
and Jocasta, would constitute the bulk of the acting load. Consequently,
he sought two boys and a girl who could portray, with sincerity, the roles
which Sophocles created over two thousand years ago. The author finally
made his selection from his advanced speech class and chose three honor
students who would be capable of memorizinr with intellectual understanding
and present the words as a message from a specific individual.
Th« Chorus presented another problem, for it is not an easy task to
have eight high school students speak together in a language which is
ancient and beyond the understanding of most of an audience. The author
considered breaking the lines of the Chorus into individual speeches, in
an attempt to ease the situation of direction, but he finally decided to
accept the challenge of having the Chorus speak in unison, with eight
voices contributing. This proved to be the greatest challenge to the
author, and he felt fortunate that he had chosen eight students who could
work together harmoniously.
The costumes for the play were comparatively simple and required
little work in making them, for the Greek clothing consisted mostly of
plain cloth, given form by the use of a belt or sash. The director
decided to use plain colors for his costumes, in an attempt to add unity
without distraction of figured material. Also, the costumes were easily-
made, and the color scheme was easily kept, for dyeing was a simple matter
in acquiring a color which would blend with the rest of the costumes.
Black and white were used extensively for effect, and the director used
pastel shades for everyone except Jocasta, whose rose-colored dress gave
her the distinctness which the role requires, and Creon, whose majesty
must never be minimized. The director desired to have Oedipus dressed in
black and white, to blend with the Chorus, with whom he had so many scenes,
but yet, he desired to have Oedipus dressed in regal splendor. Consequently,
he used white satin for his clothinp, with black accessories.
Technically, the play was easy to produce, for the stage and the
costumes called for simplicity. Only the stylized acting and the
uniformity of the Chorus presented major problems.
Direction
.
The director sought to attain uniformity of the stylized
form of acting in this play, and each character was directed toward an
accomplishment of this Durpose. Oedipus must have a strong, forceful
presentation, but yet, he must also have the pathetic quality which
Sophocles created so well.
Now Oedipus, though of a hasty and impulsive temperament, with
something too of proud self-assertion, cannot, broadly speaking, be
said to hsve owed his ruin to any striking moral defect. His char-
acter was not the determining factor in hi3 fortunes. He, if any
man, was in a genuine sense the victim of circumstances. In slaying
Laius he wa3 probably in some degree morally culpable. But the "act
was done certainly after provocation, and possibly in self-defence.
His life was a chain of errors, the most fatal of all being the
marriage with his mother. All minor acts of ignorance culminated
here; and yet it was a purely unconscious offense to which no kind
of blame attached. 1
The director could not present Oedipus as a weakling or as a morally
depraved person. He has committed a sin, but he has not done it because
of his own convictions or moral beliefs. He is pathetic because he cannot
prevent that which is to come. The director attempted to convey this
effect to the audience. The tragic irony in the play was built by having
Oedipus forceful and domineering in the beginning and slowly becoming
more pathetic and lost under the burden of unfortunate circumstances.
His final scene with Creon, after he has blinded himself, was accepted
by the director as a tragic conclusion which the audience had seen much
earlier. The two daughters, Ismene and Antigone, were used by the director
to point up the pity of the tragic central character. In the production
the daughters knelt, one on each side of Oedipus, and cried at the sight
of the misery of their father and brother. Creon wa3 used by the director
to add to the finality of the misfortune of Oedipus. Creon stands, in
all of his regal splendor, and reminds Oedipus of his defeat.
Aristotle believed that tragedy was an ideal means of presenting the
emotions of pity and fear, and the director attempted this effect in his
production. 3. H. Butcher describes Aristotle's opinion of tragedy.
Tragedy, he would say, is a vent for the particular emotions of pity
and fear." 2
*•, H. Butcher, Aristotle 's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art
, p. 320.
2Ibid., p. 21,6.
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In recognizing the emotions of pity and fear, the director attempted
to build in the character of Oedipus the fear which was conducive to
creating an effect of pity in the minds of the audience. At the beginning
of the play Oedipus is strong and forceful, until fear fills him when he
first believes that he may be at fault concerning the plague which has
obsessed his city. Without the recognition of this fear the audience
will not feel pity for Oedipus as the story unfolds.
Thus in psychological analysis fear is the primary emotion from
which pity derives its meaning. Its basis is a self-regarding in-
stinct; it springs from the feeling that a similar suffering may-
happen to ourselves. It has in it a latent and potential fear.*
The director used each strophe and anti strophe to move his Chorus
about the stage and to add balance to the stage. The one platform on
the stape, covered with a black cloth to accentuate the white robes of
the Chorus and the white costume of Oedipus, was used to break the levels
and add to the message of the play. When Oedipus was in doubt, in fear,
or in misery, he would sit upon the platform and allow others in the play
to stand above him. In this way the director was able to emphasize the
fear which Oedipus felt and build toward the pity which the audience feels
later. When Oedipus was certain of his power, as he is at first with
Creon, the director promenaded him about the stage as he exercises his
power. In this way the director allows the audience to know that this
great figure is not morally weak but is caught by circumstance.
The role of Teiresias was interpreted as being fearful but not weak,
and the boy who played the role was reclining at first when he knew the
ilbid., p. 257.
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answers to the questions which Oedipus asked, but he was dominant and
forceful when forced to speak. Hia blindness tended to rive him dignity
and power rather than weakness, and the director strived to bring this
effect to the audience.
The role of Creon was presented as a masterful figure who i3 forced
to subjugation at first but later attains the regal force which is right-
fully his. At no point was he inferior to Oedipus. At the beginning of
the play he accepts the rightful domination of Oedipus, but he does not
permit himself to be dominated, for his character must be as strong as
that of his brother-in-law. At one time in the play Jocasta enters to
make peace between the two and ease the coercion which has arisen from
their conflict of personalities. Creon is the only character in the play
who continually is equal to Oedipus in strength of character, and the
director sought to keep this equality at all tin.es. Even th* wife, Jocasta,
never approaches the regal splendor of her husband. She was presented as
an interloper between the two strong forces and as a means by which the
story is told to the audience.
Aristotle defined tragedy, "Tragedy is an imitation of an action that
is serious, complete, and of a certain magnitude."! Consequently, the
director attempted to keep the magnitude of the action. He did this with
the interpretation of Oedipus as a pathetic individual who seeks, with all
sincerity, the solution of a problem which faces his people. As the right-
ful ruler, it is his obligation to find an answer. If Oedipus is presented
1Ibid., p. 2U0.
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at any tine as a weak character, then the magnitude of the role would be
lost, and the tragic element would be minimized. The director attempted
to present Oedipus as a human being, caught in the unfortunate circumstances
which he could not prevent. If he had been presented as weak or immoral,
then the pity could have not been gained for him at the conclusion of the
play, and the intent of Sophocles would have been lost. Sophocles, unlike
most of the playwrights of his day, did not consider himself as a teacher
or a religious authority. Instead, he merely tried to show what effect
the circumstances of life had upon the life of man.
Certainly Sophocles (ca. li°6-l*06 B. C. ) did not consciously
regard himself as a teacher or an innovator in religious matters;
in his plays the gods had a conventional role and he presented as
normal their more appealing aspects. The real concern of Sophocles
was the human fortunes of his characters. This inevitably grew out
of his background, for as a man of wealth and education, who had
been born in the fashionable Athenian suburb of Colonus, he served
the state in various capacities and mingled with all classes of people.
In the year hhi 3. C, for example, Pericles appointed him chief
treasurer during a reorganization of the Athenian empire j and three
years later, having meanwhile produced the Antigone, he was a general
under Pericles in the Samian War. As a poet, Sophocles was chiefly
interested in what effect life ha3 u, on a man's character and soul.l
The director attempted to present Oedipus as human, with all of the
emotional reactions of any person who might be caught in his position.
It was Sophocles 'a intent that his characters, particularly his protag-
onists, be typical of universal human nature. 3, H. Butcher states, that
"the characters of Sophocles answer to the higher dramatic requirements
j
they are typical of universal human nature in its deeper and abiding
respects; they are ideal, but ideally human." 2
Robinson, op. cit.
, pp. xi-xii.
o
Butcher, op. cit., p. 371.
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It was the directors interpretation that Oedipus was endowed with all
of the requisites of a good kind, but he was beset by uncontrollable
circumstances. He was sincerely interested in the welfare of his people,
he was righteous, and he was willing to abide by that which he felt was
Just. However, he became enmeshed in circumstances over which he had no
control.
Oedipus was proverbial for two things—sagacity and atrocious
misfortune. Greek popular wisdom had it that if a man were careful
and prudent, he would avoid trouble. Of all men, Oedipus should
have succeeded, but of all men he particularly did not. Oedipus
remains a type of human ability condemned to destruction by an
external insufficiency in life itself. 1
The director further attempted to show Oedipus as being a mighty
ruler, but one who possessed the tender emotions to warrant sympathy from
the audience. R. C. Jebb states, "Sophocles surveyed the spectacle of
life with less prepossession and with a more tender sympathy. "2 By pre-
senting Oedipus as a dominant character, but possessing the qualities of
a person who warranted sympathy and pity, the audience witnesses the
misfortunes of a man for whom they can feel sorry. It is mandatory that
the audience like Oedipus as a person, or the entire purpose of Sophocles
is destroyed.
The director felt fortunate that he had hifh school students who
could intellectually comprehend the message which they were tryin; to
present. In this way the director could fulfill the obligations which
faced him without abusing courtesy and good manners during the rehearsals.
•^edric H. Whitman, Sophocles
, pp. 122-123.
2R. C. Jebb, Classical Greek Poetry
, p. 182.
Ill
The director, then, of a nonprofessional theatre organization
today must be a versatile and accomplished person. His position will
require of him not only knowledge and training in the arts of produc-
tion and directing, but also ability in or.anization and management,
qualities of leadership, and a forceful as well as pleasing person-
ality. He should be an individual who commands the respect of his
co-workers and inspires their confidence. The statement has been
made by an eminent English critic that it is only those ignorant
directors of weak personality who have to resort to shouting at and
abusing the members of their casts. Certainly a director who knows
thoroughly what he is doing and has the ability to impart this know-
ledge to others does not have to resort to 3uch means to accomplish
his purpose with intelligent people. Courtesy and ood manners are
just as necessary and charming in the theatre as in the drawing room.^
How well the director attained the stipulations set forth in the
preceding paragraph could only be determined by the cast. It was, at
least, the director's attempt to rely upon all of the training and
experience which he had known in the past.
The Performance . The director does not claim that the audience
comprehended the entirety of the story which unfolded before them, but it
is the assumption of the director that they could follow the story. It
13 certainly the hope of the director that the people who witnessed the
production have a better concept of that which gave theatre its beginning.
At the performance the director talked to the audience before the play
commenced and explained to them his purpose in presenting the play. He
also explained some of the story which precedes the action of the play
and gave introductory remarks which he felt would help them to understand
the plot of the play.
The Oedipus complex is so common in modern psychiatry that it is a
part of our every day education, and the director is certain that at least
^-Heffner, Selden, and Sellman, op. cit., pp. 7-8.
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the audience has a better understanding of the term and how psychiatrists
gave it its name. The director received much education from the production
after spending a great deal of tine in doing research in order to famil-
iarize himself with Greek theatre, the actors gained experience in acting
and an understanding of the begijnning of drama, and the audience was
educated, if not completely, at least partially. These were the objectives
of the director, and he was pleased with the final results.
uasrm
For lighting of Oedipus the King the director used partially dimmed
overhead etriplights and red, blue, amber, and white footlights, with
separate controls for each color. For Jocasta's prayer, beginning with
the cue "Princes of the land, the thought has come to me to visit the
shrines of the gods, with this wreathed branch in my hands, and these
gifts of incense," the overhead lights were cut, the white and amber foot-
lights were cut, and a blue spotlight was used. At the completion of her
prayer the lights were brought back up, and the spotli ht was cut.
At the conclusion of the 3econd Messenger's speech on the cue of
"For lo, the bars of the gates are withdrawn, and soon thou shalt behold
a sight w.iich even he who abhors it must pity," all lights were cut, and
a blue floodlight and an amber floodlirht were used until Creon's speech
on the last page. "Crave not to be master in all things: for the mastery
which thou didst win hath not followed thee through life" was the cue for
cutting the floodlights, and a blue spotlit* t was used for the Chorus's
final speech. As the Chorus spoke,
16
Dwellers in our native Thebes, behold, this is Oedipus, who
knew the famed riddle, and was a man most mi btyj on whose fortunes
what citizen did not gaze with envy? Behold into what a stormy sea
of dread trouble be bath come
J
Therefore, while our eyes wait to see the destined final day,
we must call no one happy who is of mortal race, until he hath
crossed life's border, free from psin.
they moved to stage center, where they raised their arms and asked that
each mortal learn a lesson from the tragic Oedipus. Their arms remained
raised, the spotlight dimmed until there was nothing but darkness, and
the curtain closed.
17
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Starts down stops.
o
Crosses to Oedipus.
2-
OSDIPUS THE KINO
(SCEHEi—Before the royal palace of Oedipus at Thebes. In front of
the large oentral doors there is an altar. Suppliants~old men, youths,
and young ohildren--e.re seated on the steps of the altars. They are dressed
in white tunios and oloaks, --their hair bound with white fillets. On the
altars they have laid down olive-branches wreathed with fillets of wool.
THE PRIEST OF ZEDS, a venerable man, is alone standing, faoing the oentral
doors of the palaoe. These are now thrown open. Oedipus enters, in the
robes of a king. For a moment he gazes silently on the groups at the al-
tars, and then speaks.)
OEDIPOS
Hjr ohildren, latest-born to Cadmus who was of old, why are ye set
before me thus with wreathed branohes of suppliants, while the oity reeks
with inoense, rings with prayers for health and cries of woe? I deemed it
unmeet, my ohildren, to hear these things at the mouth of others, and have
oome hither myself, I, Oedipus renowned of all.
Tell me, then, thou venerable man—•sinoe it is thy natural pert to
speak for these--in what mood are ye placed hare, with what dread or what
desire? Be sure that I would gladly give all aid| hard of heart were I,
did I not pity such suppliants as these,
PRIEST OF ZEUS
Nay,* Oedipus, ruler of my land, thou seest of what years we are who
beset thine altars, some, bowed with agej priests, as I of Zeus, --and those,
the ohosen youth
j
z while the rest of the fold sit with wreathed branches
in the market-places, and before the two shrines of Pallas, and where
Ismenus gives answer by fire.
^Turns and crosses down right,
^urn.
Crosses to Oadipui,
Grosses closer to Oedipus,
^Crosses right.
ITurn and oross left.
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For the oity,* as thou thyself soest, is now too sorely vexed, and can
no more lift her head from beneath the angry waves of deathj 2 a blight Is
on her in the fruitful blossoms of the land, in the herds among; the pastures,
in the barren pangs of womenj and withal the flaming god, s the malign plague,
has swooped on us, and ravages the townj by whom the house of Cadmus is
made waste.
It is not as deeming thee ranked with gods that I and theso oliildron
are suppliants at thy hearth, but as deeming thee first of men, both in
life's common ohanoes, and when mortals have to do with more than mam
seeing that thou earnest to the town of Cadmus, and didst quit us of the
tax that we rendered to the hard songstress j and this, though thou knewest
nothing from us that oould avail thee, nor hadst been schooled; no, by a
god's aid, 'tis said and believed, didst thou uplift our life.
And now,4 Oedipus, king glorious in all eyes, we beseeoh thee, to find
for us some suooour, whether by the whisper of a god thou knowest it, or
haply as in the power in manj for I see that, when men have been proved In
deeds past, the issues of their counsels, too, most often have effected.
On, beat of mortals, again uplift our State t On, guard thy fame,—
sinoe now this land calls thee saviour for thy former zeal) and never be it
our memory of thy reign that we were first restored and afterward oast downj 5
nay, lift up this State in suoh wise that it fall no morel
OEDIPUS
Oh my piteous children, known, well known to me are the desires where-
with ye have oomei yet, sufferers as ye are, 6 thore is not one of you whose
suffering is as mine. Your pain oomes on each one of you for himself alone.
^Turn.
2
Grosses baok to original position.
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and for no other; but ray soul mourns at onoe for the oity, and for myself,
and for thee.1
3e sure that I have wept full many tears, jone many ways In wanderings
of thought. And the sole remedy whloh, well pondering, I oould find, this
I have put into aot/ I have sent the son of .'.lenoeoeus, Creon, mine own
wife's brother, to the Pythian house of Phoebus, to learn by what deed or
word I might deliver this town. And already, when the lapse of days is
reokoned, it troubles me what he dothj for he tarries strangly.' Put when
he oomes, then shall I be no true nan if 1 do not all that the god shows,
PRIEST
Hay, in season hast thou spokonj at this moment these sign to me that
Creon draws near,
(Enter Creon) Prince, my kinsman, son of l*enoeoeus, what news hast
thou brought us from the godT
CREOK
Good news i I tell thee that even troubles hard to bear,—if haply
they find the right issue,—trill end in perfeat psaoe,
OEDIPUS
But what is the oraole? So far, thy words make me neither bold nor yet
afraid,
CREOK
If thou wouldest hear while these are nigh, I am ready to speak] or
else to go within.
Crosses laft.
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OEDIPUS
Speak before alii the sorrow whioh I bear la for these more than for
mine aim life.
CREON
With thy leave, I will tell what I heard from the cod,* Faoebus our
lord bids us plainly to drive out a defiling thing, whioh* (he saith) hath
been harboured in this land, and not to harbour it, so that it cannot be
healed,
Bira
!By what rite shall we oleanse us? What is the manner of the misfortune.
CR30H
By banishing a man, or by bloodshed in quittance of bloodshed, sinoe
it is that blood whioh brings the teapest on our city,
OEDIPUS
And who is the man whoso fate he thus reveals?
CP50N
Iaius, king, was lord of our land before thou was pilot of this state,
OEDIPUS
I know it well—by hearsay, for I saw him never,
CRKOK4
Be was slain) and the -od now bids us plinly to wreak vengeanoe on his
murderers—whosoever they be,
OEDIFOS
And whore are they upon the earth? Where shall the dim track of this
old orime be found?
lurns to Oedipus.
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CREON
In this 3and,l-«aid the god,
.
What is sought for oan be caughtj only
that whioh is not watched escapee
.
OBDIPDS 2
And was it in the house, or in the field, or on strange soil that Laiui
mat this bloody end?
OREOH
•Twas on a -visit to Delphi, as he said, that he had left our land}
and he eame home no more, after he hod once set forth.
OEDIPOS
And was there none to tell? Was there no oomrade of his journey who
saw the deed, from whom tidings might have been gained, and usod?
CHEOIi
All perished, save one who fled in fear, and oould tell for oertain but
one thing of all that he saw.
OEDIPOS
And what was that? One thing might show the olue to many, oould we get
but a small beginning for hope.
CREOH8
He said that robbers net and fell on them, not in one man's might,
but with full many hands.
OSDIPUS 4
How, than, unless there was some trafficking in bribes from here.
should the robber have dared thui far?
T^urn.
2
Cross to Chorus.
Cross to Chorus
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CHEOH1
Such things m'r9 surmised; but, Laius onoe slain, amid our troubles
no avenjer arose.
OEDIPUS
But, when royalty had fallen thus, what trouble in your path oan have
hindered a full search?
CREOH
The riddling 8phinr had mode us lot dark things go, and was inviting
us to think of what lay at our doors.
'CI PUS
On behalf of no far-off friend, no, z but in mine own cause, shall I
dispel this taint. For whoever was the slayer of laius mltfit wish to take
vengeance on me also with a hand as fierce.
Come, haste ye, my children, rise from the altar-steps and lift these
suppliant bourns; and let some other summon hither the folk of Cadmus,
warned that I mean to leave nought untriedj for; for our health (with the
god's help) shall be made certain—or our ruin,
PRIEST
My children, let us risej s we oame at first to seek what this asm
promises of himself.4 And may Phoebus, who sent these oraolos, oorae to us
therewith, our saviour and deliverer from the pest. (Exeunt Oedipus and
Priest, Enter Chorus of Theban Slders.)
CHORUS (singing) strophe 1
sweetly-speaking message of Zeus, in what spirit had thou come from
olden Pytho unto glorious Thebes? I am on the raak, terror shakes my soul.
Cross to up left*
2Uft hands.
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Cross to sami-olrols left.
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Vihat thing thou wilt work for me, perchance unknown before, perchanoe
renewed with the revolving years: Tell me, thou immortal Voieo, born of
Golden Hope.*
antistrophe 1
>'lrst sail I on thee, daughter of "eus, divine Athena, and on thy
sister, guardian of our land, Artemis, who sits on her throne of fame,
above the oirole of our Agora, and on Phoebus the fardarteri shine forth
on me, my three-fold help against deathl If ever aforetime, in arrest of
ruin hurrying on the oity, ye drove a firery pest beyond our borders, oome
now alsol
Hoe is me, oountloss are the sorrows that I bear, a plague is on all
our host, and thought oan find no weapon for defenoe. The fruits of the
glorious earth grow notj and life on life mayest thou see sped like bird
on nimble wing, aye, swifter than resistless fire, to the shore of the
western god,4
antistrophe 2
By eueh deaths, past numbering, the eity perishes i unpitiod, her
ohlldren lie on the <rround, spreading pestilenoe, with none to mourni and
mearniiile young wives, and grey-haired mothers with them, uplift a wail at
the steps of the altars, The prayer to the Healer rings clear, and blent
therewith, the voioe of lamentation!^ for these things, golden daughter of
Zeus, send us the brl'ht faoe of comfort.
strophe 2
And rr&nt that the fierce god of death, who now with no brasen shields,
yet amid ories as of battle, wraps me in the flame of his onset, may turn
his baok in speedy flight from our land.
33
OEDIPUS
Thou prayest: and in answer to thy prayer,—thou mayest hope to find
suooour and relief from woes. Their words will I speak publioly, as one who
has been a stranger to this report, a stranger to the deeds for I should not
be far on the track, if I were tracing it alone, without a olue. But as it
is,—since it was only after the time of the deed that I was numbered a
Theban among Thebans,—to you, the Cadmeans all, I do thus proclaim.
Whosoever of you knows by whom Iiiius was slain, I bid him to deolare
all to me. And if he is afraid, I tell him to remove the danger of the
oharge from his path by denounoing himself; for he shall suffer nothing else
unlovely, but only leave the land, unhurt.
But if ye keep silence—hear ye what I then shall do. I oharge that no
one of this land, whereof I hold the empire and the throne, give shelter or
speak word unto that murderer, whosoever he be, --make him partner of his
prayer or sacrifice, or serve him with the lustral rites but that all ban
him their homes, knowing that this is our difiling thing, as the oracle of
the Pythain god hath newly shown me. I pray solemnly that the slayer, whoso
he be, whether his hidden guilt is lonely or hath partners, evilly, as he
is evil, may wear out his unblist life. And for myself I pray that if,
with my privity, he should beoome an inmate of my house, I may suffer the
same things which even now I called down upon others. And on you I lay it
to make all these words good, for my sake, and for the sake of the god, and
for our lands, thus blasted with barrenness by angry heaven.
It was not meet that ye should leave the guilt thus unpurged, when one
so noble, and he your king, had perished; and now, sinoe 'tis I who hold
the powers whioh once he held, who posses his bed and the wife who bare
Cross to right.
Cross to Osdipus,
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seed to him) and sinoe, had his hope of issue not been frustrate, o ildren
born of one mother would have made ties betwixt him and me~but, as it was,
fate swooped upon his head} by reason of these things will I uphold this
oauae, even as the cause of mine own sire, and will leave nought untried in
seeking to find him whose land shed that blood.
LSADER1
As thou hast put me on my oath, on my oath, King, I will speak, I
am not the slayer, nor oan I point to him who slew. As for the qusstlon,
it was for Phoebus, who sent it, to tell us this thing—who oan have wrought
the deed.
OBDIPDS
Justly said, but no man on the earth can force the gods to what they
will not,
I would fain say what seems to me mxt best after this •
osri?os
If there is yet a third oourse, spare not to show it.
LEADER
1 know that our lord Te ires las is the seer most like to our lord
Phoebus ] from whom, King, a searcher of these things might learn them
most oloarly.
OEDIPUS
Rot even this have I left out of my oares. On the hint of Croon, I
have twice seut a nan to bring himj and this long while I marvel why he is
not here.
1
Cross up left.
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LSAD5R
Indeed the rumours ere but faint and old,
0--JDIPUS
Hhat rumours are they? I look to every store.
LEADER
Certain wayfarers were said to have killed him.
OEDIPUS
I, too, have heard it, but none seems him who saw it.
Nay, if he knows what fear is, he will not stay when he hears thy curses,
so dire as they are.
OIDIFUS
When a man shrinks not from a deed, neither is he snared by a word.
LEADER
But there is one to oonvinoe him.2 For here thoy bring at last the
dlike prophet, in whom alone of men doth live the truth.
(Enter leiresias, led by a boy from temple.)
BOY
I brought—here is the wise leiresias whom thou seekest.
OEDIPUS
leiresias, whose soul grasps all things, thou feelest, though thou
oanst not see, what a plague doth haunt our State,—from whioh, great pro-
phot, we find in thee our protector and only saviour. Now, Phoebus—if
indeed thou knowest it not from the messengers—send answer to our question
that the only riddance from this pest whioh could oome was if we should
learn aright the slayers of Laius, and slay them, or send tham into exile
Cross down loft.
Cross to Teiresias.
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from our land. Do thou, then, grud^ neither voice or birds nor any other
way of seer-lore that thou hast, but resoue thyself and the State, resoue
me, resoue all that is defiled by the dead. For to are in thy handj and
nan's noblest task is to help others by his best means and powers.
TEIRESIAS
Alas, how dreadful to have wisdom whore it profits not the wisel Aye,
I knew this well, but let it slip out of mindj else would I nevor have oome
here.
'PIPES
What now? How sad thou hast come inl
TEIRESIAS
Let me go homej most easily wilt thou bear thine own burden to the end}
and I mine, if thou wilt consent,
OBDIFOS
Thy words are stranrs when thou withholdest this response.
TEIRES IAS
Nay, I see that thou, on thy part, openest not thy lips in seasonj 1
therefore I speak not, that neither may I have thy mishap.
OEDIPUS 8
For the love of the gods, turn not away, if thou hast knowledge « all
ws suppliants implore thee on our knees.
TEIRESIAS
Aye, for we are all without knowledge j but never will I reveal my
jriefs— that I say not thine.
OEDIPOS
How sayest thou? Thou knerost the senret, and wilt not toll it, but
art minded to betray us and to destroy the State?
*Cross right.
2Turn.
3Cross to Teiresias.
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TEIRBSIAS
I will pain neither myself nor the*. Why vtinly ask those things?
Thou wilt not learn them from ms,
OEDIPUS1
What, basest of the base, wilt thou never speak out? Can nothing touoh
thee? Wilt thou never make an end?
TEIRBSIAS 2
I will speak no further; ra;^e, then, if thou wilt, with the fieroest
wrath thy heart doth know,
OEDIPtS5
Aye, verily, I will not spare—so wroth am I—to speak all my thought.
Know that thou seemest to me e'en to have helped in plotting the deed, and
to have done it, short of slaying with thy hands, Eads't thou eyesight, I
would hare said that the doing, also, of this thing was thine alone.
TBIRESIAS
In sooth? I charge thee that thou abide by the decree of thine own
mouth, and from this day speak neither to these nor to me: thou art the
aooursod defiler of this land,
CBDIPUS
So brasen with thy blustering taunt? And wherein dost thou trust to
esoape thy due?
1EIRESIAS
I have esoapedi in my mouth is my strength,
OEDIPUS
Who taught thee this? It was not, at least, thine art.
*Croea dons oanter.
2Xums beak.
1.3
3IAS
Thout for thou didst spur me into spee oh against my will.
OEDIPTB
What speech? Speak again that I may learn it better.
TBIRESIAS
Didst thou not take my sense before? Or art thou tempting as to talk?
Dira
No, I took it not so that I oan oall it known. Speak again.
TBIRESIAS
I say that thou art the slayer of the nan whose slayer thou seokest.
OEDIPUS
Now thou shalt rue that thou twioe said words so dire.
TSIRESIAS
Wouldst thou have me say more, that thou mayest be more wroth?
OKDIPIS 1
What thou wiltj it will be said in vain.
TEIRESIAS
I say that thou hast been living in unguessed shame with they nearest
kin, and seest not to what woe thou hast oooe.
OEDIPTB
Dost thou indeed think that thou shalt al./ays speak thus without
smarting?
TEIRESIAS
Yes, if there is any strength in truth. 2
0EDIPU5
Nay, there is—for all save theoj for thee that strength is not, sinoe
thou art maimed in ear, and in wit, and in eye.
^Cross In a f«w steps.
2Cro»s down right.
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TBIRESIAS
Aye,*- and thou art. a poor wretch to utter taunts which every man hare
will soon hurl at thee.
(EDI PUS 2
Night, endless night hath thee in her keeping, so that thou oanst never
hurt me, or any man who sees the sun.
TEIRiSIAS8
Bo, thy doom is not to fall by ae i Apollo is enough, whose care it is
to work that out.
OEDIPDS4
Are these Creoc's devioes, or thine?
TEIP.ESIAS
Hay, Croon is no plague to thee; thou art thine own,
OEDIPDS8
Come now, tell me, where hast thou proved thyself a seer? Why, when
the Watcher was hore who wovo dark song, didet thou say nothing that could
free this folk? Yes the riddle, at loast, was not for the first comer to
readj there was need of a seer's skill] and none suoh thou wastfound to have
either hy held of birds, or as known from any godj no, I cane, I Oedipus, the
ignorant, and made her mute, when I had seised the answer by my wit, untaught
of birds. And it is I whom thou art trying to oust, thinking to stand olose
to Creon's throne.6 lis thinks thou and the plotter of these things will rue
your seal to purge the land, 'fay, didst thou not seem to be an old man,
thou shouldst have learned to thy oost how bold thou art.
^Crost down right*
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LJVDEE
To our thinking, both this man's words and thine, Oedipus, have bean said
in anger, "ot for such words is our need, but to sack how wa shall oat dis-
ohar a tha mandates of the god,
TEIRSSIAS 1
King, though thou art, the right of reply, at least, must be deemed
the eaoe for bothj of that I too am lord, i:ot to thee do 1 live sorvant,
but to Loxiasi and so I shall not stand enrolled under Creon for ny patron.
And I tell thee—since thou hast taunted me even with blindness—that thou
hast si^ht, yet seest not in what misery thou art, nor where thou dwallest,
nor with whom. Cost thou know of what stock thou art? And thou hast been
an unwitting foe to thy own kin, in the shades, and on the earth above j and
the double lash of thy mother's and thy father's ourse shall one day drive
thee from this land in dreadful haste, with darkness then on the aj«8 that
now see true
,
And what place shall not be harbour to thy shriek, what of all Cithaeron
shall not ring with it soon, when th&j liaai; loarnt the meaning of tie nup-
tials in which, within that house, thou didat find a fatal haven?3 And a
throng of other ills thou guessest not, Uo one among men shall ever be
crushed oore aiserably than thou,
OEDIPUS4
Are these taunts to be indeed borne fraa him? Paok—away— I Avaunt
thee from these doors I
TEIEESM
I had never coma, not I, hadat thou not oallad me.
Cross to oentor and face down stags,
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I knew not that thou wast about to speak folly, or it had been long
ere I bad sent for thee to ay house.
IEIKSS LAS
Suoh am I,—as thou thinkest, a foolj but for the parents who begat
thee, sane.
OEDIPUS
TOiat Parents? Stay...and who of men Is my sire?
TEIRBSIAS
The man of whom thou hast this Ion; while been in quest, uttering
threats, and proolaiming, a search into the murder of Laius—that man Is
here. A blind man, he who now hath sight, a beggar, who now is rloh, he
shall make his way to a strange laad, feeling the ground before him with
his staff. And he shall be found at onoe brother and father of the ehildren
with whom he oonsortsj son and husband of the woman who bore himi heir to
his father's bed, shedder of his father's blood. So go thou in and think
on thatj and if thou find that I have been at fault, say thenooforth that
I have no wit in prophecy.
(Telresias is led out by the boy. Oedlnus enters the palaoe.)
strophe l1
Who is he of whom the divine voice from the Delphian rooh hath spoken,
as having wrought with red hands horrors that no tongue oan tell?
It is time that he ply in flight a foot stronger than the feet of
storm-ewift steeds i for the son of Zeus is springing on him, all armed
with fiery lightnings, and with him come the dread, unerring Fates.
Cross to ssml-oircls down right.
Turn.
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antistrophe l1
Tea, the massage hath flaahea forth to nake all searoh for the unknown
man. Into the wild wood's covert, among caves and rooks ha is roaming,
flares as a bull, wretched and forlorn on his Joyless path, still seeking
to put from him the doom spoken at Earth's oentral shrine,
strop e 2
How I speak, I know not| I am fluttered with forebodings} neither in
the present have I olear vision, nor of the future. Sever is past days,
nor in these, have I heard how the house of Labdaous or the son of folybus
had, any grief that I oould bring as proof in assailing the publio fame of
Oedipus, and weeklnc; to avenge the line of Labdaous for the undiscovered
murder,
antistrophe 2s
Kay, Zeus indeed and Apollo are keen of thought, and know the things
of earth} but that mortal seer wins knowledge above mine, of this there can
be no sure testj though man may surpass man in lore, Tes, until I see the
word made good, never will I assent when men blame Oedipus, Before all
eyes, the winged maiden oame a -ainst him of old, and he was seen to be wise}
he bore the test, in weloome servioe to our State i never, therefore, by
the verdict of my heart shall he be adjudge! guilty of crime.
(Enter Croon)
CHEOH
Fellow-oitisens, having learned that Oedipus the king lays dire charge
against me, I am here, indignant. If, in the present troubled, he thinks
that he has suffered from me, by word or deed, au?;ht that tends to harm,
in truth I orave not my full term of yours, when I must bear suoh blame
Cross left.
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as this. The wrong of this rumour touohes me not in one point elono, hut
has the largest scope, if I am to be oalled a traitor in the oity, a traitor
too by thee and by my friends,
UUDD
Hay, but this taunt came under stress, perchance, of anger, rather
than froir. the purpose of the heart,
CREOr
And the saying was uttered, that my oounsels won the seer to utter
his falsehoods?
IXIDflt
Such things were said—I know not with what meaning.
CREOH1
And was this charge laid against me with steady eyes and steady mind?
LEADER
I know notj I see not what my masters dot but here comes our lord
forth from the house,
(Enter Oedipus)
ocDipm
Sirrah, how oamest thou tore? Hast thou a front so bold that thou
hast come to my house, who art the pro-re?, assassin of its master-^the
palpable robber of my orown? Come, tell me, in the name of the jods, was
it oowardioe or folly that thou sawest in me, that thou didst plot to do
this thing?
CREOB
Jtark me now^—in answer to thy words, hear a fair reply, and then
judge for thyself on knowledge.
su
OBWPDB
If thou deemest that thou oanst wrong a kinsman and escape the penalty,
thou art not sane,
CBSOS
Justly said, I grant theei but toll ae what is the wrong that thou
hast suffered fran as,
OSDIPTB
Didst thou advise, or didst ttiou not, that I should send for that
reverend seer?
CR20I
And now I am still of the same ->.ind,
OEDIPUS
Eow long is it, then, ainoe Laius~.
CF.SOH
Sinoe Laius...? I take not thy drift,.,
OEDIPTB
—mas swept from men's sight by a deadly violenoe?
CR30U
The count of years would run far into the past,
IFOB
Was this seer, then, of the craft in those days?
CREOE
Yea, skilled as now, and in equal honour,
omiPDS
Hade he, then, the mention of me at that time?
Cross to Chorua.
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CREOH
Bever, oertainly, when I was within hearing*
OEDIPUS
But hold ye not a search touohinr tho murder?
CREOH
Due eearoh we held, of oourse~cnd learned nothing.
:';" T r"
And how was it that this sapp did not tell his story then?
CREOH
I know not}* where I laok li^ht, 'tis my wont to he silent,
CBDIPBS
Thus muoh, at least, thou knowest, and oouldst deolare with li^ht
enough.
CREOH*
What Is that? If I know it, I will not deny.
OKDIPDS
That, if he had not oonferred with thee, he would never have named my
slaying of Laius.
CREOH
If so he speaks, thou best knowest) hut I olaim to learn from thee as
muoh as thou hast now from me.
•
Learn thy fill»5 I shall never he found guilty of the blood,
CREOI
Say, then—thou hast married my sister?
Iurns in to Croon.
2
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[PUB
Ths question allows not of denial.
CREOH
And thou ruleat the land es she doth, with like sway?
OEDIP'JS 1
Shs obtains from me all hor desire.
CHECK
And rank not I as a third peer of you twain?
csripos
Ays, 'tis just therein that thou art seen a false friend.
CPKOH
Hot so, if thou wouldst reason with thine own heart as I with mine.2
And first weight this—whether thou thinkest that any one would choose to
rule amid terrors rather than in unruffled peaoe, --^ranting that ho is to
have the same powers." Now I, for one, have no yearning in my nature to be
a king rather than to do kingly deeds, no, nor hath any man who knows how
to keep a sober mind.* For now I win all boons from thee without fear} but,
were I ruler myself, I should be doing muoh e'en against mine own pleasure.
How, then,6 oould royalty be sweeter for me to have than painless rule
and influence? How, all wish me joys now, every man has a greeting for met
now, tliose who have a suit to thee orave speech with me, sinoe therein is
all their hope of success. Then why should I resign these things, and tats
those? And," in proof of this, first ^o to Pyfcho, and ask if I brought thee
true word of the oraolei then next, if thou find that I have planned aught
in oonoart with the soothsayer, take and slay me.
Cross to Lsadar.
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LEADER
Well hath he spoken, king, for one who ijiveth heod not to falXi the
quick in oounael are not cure.
OEDIFTB 1
When the stealthy plotter is Having on as in quiok sort. I, too, :oust
be quick with ray counterplot , If I await him in repose, his ends will have
been gained, and mine missed.
• "05
What wouldst thou, then? Cast mo out of the land?
IPDS
Not soi I desire thy death—not thy banishment—that thou mayest show
forth what manner of this is envy.
3B0H
Thou speakest as resolved not to yield or to believe?
okdxju
Hoj for thou persuadest me not that thou art worthy of belief?
DN
flo, for I find theo not sane.
"TB
Sane, at l^ast, in mine own interest.
CREOS
Say, thou shouldst be so in mine also.
OSDIPIB
lay, thou art false.
CP.E0N
But if thou understandest nought?
Cross left.
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OEEIPUS
Tat must I rule
.
CRSOK
Not if thou rule 111.
OEDIFOS
Hear him, Thebes I
Thebes is for me also—not for thee alone.
(Jooasta enters from the palaoe.)
man
Cease, prinoesj and in good tine for you I soe Jooasta coming yonder
from the house, with whose help ye should oompose your present feud,
JOCASTA
iiisguided men, why have ye raised such foolish strife of tongues? Are
ye not ashamed, 2 while the land is thus siok, to stir up troubles of your
own? Coras,' go thou into the house,—«nd thou, Creon, to thy home,—and
forbear to r»ke muoh of a petty griof
.
CREON
Kinswoman,4 Oedipus thy lord olalms to do dread things unto me, even
one or other of two ills,—to thrust me froa the land of my fathers, or to
slay me amain.
OEDIPUS
Yeai 5 for I have oaue;ht him, lady, working evil, by ill arte, against
my person.
Cross to Chorus.
6U
CREON
Sow may I see no good, but p rish accursed, if I have dons au-ht to
thee that wherewith thou ohar_«st ms?
JOCASTA
0, for the sods' love, bolieve it, Oedipus—first, for the awful sake
of this oath unto the gods,—<then for ay sake and for theirs who stand
before theet
(The following lines between the Chorus and Oedipus and between the
Chorus, Jooasta, and Oedipus are chanted responsively.)
CHORUS strophe 1
Consent, reflect, hearken, my king, I pray theel
OEDIPUS
What graoe, then, wouldst thou have me grant thee?
CHORUS
Respect him who aforetime was not foolish, and who now is strong in
his oath,
0SD1MB 1
Now dost thou know what thou oravest?
CHORUS
Yea.
OEDIPUS
Deolare, then, what thou meanest.
CHORUS
That thou shouldst never use an unproved rumour to oest a dishonouring
charge on the friend who has bound himself with a ourse.
Cross down left.
Cross toward center.
sCross down loft.
Cross to Oedipus.
Cross to Chorus.
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OEDIPtS 1
Then be Tory sure that, when thou sookest this, for ma thou art seeking
destruction, or exile from this land.
CEORDS strophe 2 2
Bo, by him who stands in the front of all the heavenly host, no, by
the Sunl Unblest, unfriended, may I die by the uttermost dooa, if I hero
that thought; But my unhappy soul is worn by the withering of the land,
and a^ain by the thought that our old sorrows should be orowned by sorrows
springing from you twain.
0EDIPU8
Then let him go, 5 though I am surely doomed to death, or shall be thrust
dishonoured from the land. Ihy lips, not his, move my oompassion by their
plaint) but he, where'er he be shall be hated.
OREOH*
Sullen in yielding art thou seen, even as vehement in the exoesses of
thy wrath; but suoh natures are justly sorest for themselves to bear.
OCDIPUS
Thou wilt not leave me in poaoe, and ^et thee gone?
CREOH
I will go my wayj I have found thee undisoerning, but in the si-ht of
these I am just.
(Exit Ore on)
CHORDS antistrophe 1
Lady, why dost thou delay to take yon man into the house?
JOCASTA6
I will do so, when I have learned what hath ohanoed.
Cross to Oedipus.
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CHORUS
Blind suspioion, bred of talk, arose; and, on the other part, injustioe
wounds
•
JOCASTA
It was on both sides?
Aye,
c::orus
JOCAMA
And what was the story?
CHORUS
Enough, rasthinks, enough-HShon our land is already vexed—-that the
matter should rest where it oeased,
OEDIPUS
Seest thou to what thou hast como, for all thy honest purpose, in
seeking to slack and blunt my seal?
CHORUS antistrophe 2
King, I have said it not onoe alone—be sure that I should have been
shown a madman, bankrupt in sane counsel, if I put thee away—thee, who
gavest a true oourse to my beloved oountry when d straught by troubles—
thee, who now also art like to prove our prospering guide.
JOCASTA
In the name of the gods, tell mo also, King, on what acoount thou
hast oonoeived this steadfast wrath,
OKDIPUS
That will It for I honour thee, lady, ahove yonder menj—-the cause
is Creon, and the plots that he hath laid against me.
Cross down left.
^urn.
Cross up center.
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JOCASIA
Speak on—If thou oanst toll clearly how the feud began.
OEDIFOS
He says that I stand guilty of the blood of Laius.
JOCASTA
At on his own knowledge? Or on hearsay from another?
OEDIPUS
Kay, he hath made a rasoal seer his mouthpiece j as for himself, he
keeps his lips wholly pure.
JOCASTA
Then absolve thyself of the things whereof thou speakestj hearken to
me, and laarn for thy oomfort that nought of mortal birth is a sharer in
the solenoe of the seer. I will ;1to thae pithy proof of that.1 An oraole
oa-ne to ieius once—I will not say from Phoebus himself, but from his min-
isters—thot the doom should overtake him to die by the hand of his child,
who should spring from him and me.2 ''ov Laius,—as, at least the rumour
saith,—*as murdered one day by forel-n robbers at a piece where three hi h-
ways meat. An; the ohild's birth was not three days past, when laius pinned
its ankles together, and had it thrown, by others' hands, on a traokless
mountain.
So, in that oase, Apollo brought it not to pass that the babe should
beoome the slayer of his sire, or that Laius should die by his ohild's hand.
Thus did the messages of «eer-oraft map out the future.
OEDIPIB3
>That restlessness of soul, lady, what tumult of the mind hath just come
upon me since I heard thee speakl
^Croas to Oedipus*
5
Turn and face loft.
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JOCASTA1
What anxiety hath startled thee, that thou sayest this?
OSDIPDS
Methought I heard this from thee, --that Laiua was a lain where three
highways meet,
JOCASTA
Yea, that was the storyi nor hath it ceased yet.
nsira
And where is the plaoe itf»re this befell?
JOCASTA
The land is oalled Phoolst 2 and hranohing roads lead to the same spot
from Delphi and from Daulia.
m
And what is the time that hath passed since these things were?
JOCASTA
The news was published to the town shortly before thou wt.st first seen
in power over this land,
OKDIPOS
Zeus, what hast thou deoreed to do unto met
JOCASTA
And wherefore, Oedipus, doth this thing weight upon thy soul?
OiiDIPtS
Ask me not yetj hut say what w»a the stature of laius, and how ripe
his manhood.
73
JOCASTA
He was tall,—-the silver just lijhtly strevm amon£ his hairj and hiB
form was not greatly unlike thine,
OSDIPDS
Unhappy that I ami Methink* I have been laying myself even now under
a dread ourse, and knew it not,
JOOASTA
Row sayest thou? I tremble when I look on thee, my king,
OiSDIFUS
Dread misgivings have I that the seer oan see. But thou wilt show
better If thou wilt tell me one thing more,
JOCASTA
Indeed I will answer all thou askest, when I hear it,
OSDIPTS
Went he in small foroe, or with many armed followers, like a ohieftain?
JOCASTA
Five they were in all, --a herald one of thorai and there was one carriage,
whioh bore Laius.
OEDIPUS
Ala8l 'Tis now clear Indeed j who was he who gave you these tidings
lady?
JOCASTA
A servant—the sole survivor who came home,
OSDIPUS
Is he haply at hand in the house now?
*Cross to Jooaeta.
9
Cross down loft.
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JOCASTA
!lo, trulyj as soon as ho oame thonoe, and found thee reigning In the
stead of Uius, ha supplicated ma, with hand laid on mine, that I would sand
him to the fields, to the pastures of the flooks, that he might be far from
the sight of this town. And I sent hlmj he was worthy, for a slave, to
win e'en a larger boon than that,
OEDIPDS
Kould, then, that he oould return to us without delayl
JOCASTA
It is easyt but wherefore dost thou enjoin this?
I fear, lady, that mine own lips hare been unguardedi and therefore
am I fain to behold him.
JOCASTA
fcy, he shall oome. But I too, methinka, have a olaim to learn what
lies heavy on thy heart, my king.
CCTIPOS
Yea, and it shall not be kept from thee, 2 now that my forebodings have
advanoed so far. Who, indeed, is more to me than thou. My father was
Polybus of Corinth,—iay mother, the Dorian (Jerope: and I was held the first
of all the folk in that town, until a ohanoe bsfell me. At a banquet, a
man full of wine oast it at me that I was not the true son of my sira.
And I restrained myself for that day as best I mightj but on the next day
I went to my mother and father, and questioned themi and they were wroth
for the taunt with him who had let that word fly. So on their part I had
oomfortj yet was this thing aver rankling in my heart; for it still crept
T!urn.
2
Cross dowi rirht.
^Turn to Jooasta.
4Cross to Joouste.
6To Jocasta.
g
Turn and cross doiin right.
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abroad with strong rumour. And,-*- unkown to mother or father, I went to
Delphi} and Phoebus sent me forth disappointed of that knowledge for which
I came, but in response set forth other things, even that I was fated to
defile my mother's bed; and that I should show unto men a brood whioh they
could not endure to behold} and that I should be the slayer of the sire who
And I, when I had listened to this, 2 turned to flight from the „jid of
Corinth to some spot where I should novor see fulfillment of the infouies
foretold in mine evil dooa. And on my way I oame to the regions in whioh
thou sayest that this prinoe parishsd, Vfhen in my journey I was near to
those three roads, there met me a herald,' and a man seated in a oarriage
drawn by colts, as thou hest dosoribodj and he who was in front, and the old
man himself, were for thrusting me rudely from the path. Then, 4 in anger,
I struok him who pushed me aside—*the driver} and the old mart, seeing it,
watched the moment when I was passing, and from the carriage brought his
goad with two teeth down full upon my head. Yet was he paid with interest}
by one swift blow from the staff in this hand he wus rolled ri,;ht out of the
oarriage, on his baok} and I slow every man of them.5
But if this stranger had any tie of kinship with Laius, who is now more
wretched than the man before thee? And this—this eurse—jwas laid on me by
no mouth but mine ownl Say, am I vile?® Oh, am I not utterly unclean?—
-
seeing that I must be banished, and in banishment see not mine own people,
nor set foot in mine own land, or else be joined in wadlook to my mother,
and slay my sire, even Polybus, who begat and roared me.
Then would not he speak aright of Oedipus, who judged these things sent
by some oruel powor above man? Forbid, forbid, ye nure and awful gods, that
Cross up to Oedipus
.
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I should see that dayl No may I be swept from among men, are I behold
myself visited with the brand of suoh a doom.
LEADER
To us, indeed, these things, king, are draught with fearj yet have
hope, until at last thou hast gained full knowledge from him who saw the deed.
OEDIPUS
nope, in truth, rests with me thus far alone j I oan await the man
summoned from the pastures.
JOCASTA1
And when he has appeared—-what wouldat thou have of himt
OSDIPUS
I will tell thee. If his story be found to tally with thine, I, at
least, shall stand olear of disaster.
JOCASTA
And what of special note didst thou hear from meT
OEDIPUS
Thou wast saying that he spoke of Laius as slain by robbers. If, then,
he still speaks, as before, of several, I was not the slayori a solitary
man oould not be held the same with that band. But if he names one only
wayfarer, then beyond doubt this guilt leans to me.
JOCASTA
May, be assured that thus, at least, the tale was first toldj he cannot
revoke that, for the oity heard it, not I alone. But even if he should
diverge somewhat from his former story, never, ting, oan he show that the
murder of Laius, at least, is truly square to propheoyj of whom Loxias
plainly said that he must die by the hand of my ohild. How be it that poor
Innocent never slew him, but perished first itself.
Cross up left,
TJtop,
Turn and oross ri(;ht (
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Thou judgest well. But nevertheless send some one to fetoh the peasant,
and neglect not this matter.
JOCASTA
I will send without delay. But 1st us oohb into the house > nothing
will I do save at thy good pleasure.
(Oedipus and Jooasta go into the >>alace.)
CHORUS strophe l1
(singing) If any man walks haughtily in deed or word, 2 with no fear
of justice, no reverenoe for the imares of gods, may an evil doom seise him
for his ill-etarred pride, if he will not win his vantaire fairly, nor keep
him from unholy deeds, but must lay profaning hands on sanotitles. Whore
such things are, what mortal shall boast any more that he can ward the
arrows of the gods from his life 7s
antistrophe 2
Ho more will I go reverently to earth's central and Inviolate shrine
if these oraoles fit not the issue, so that all men shall point at them
with the finger. Hay, king,—if thou art ri-htly oalled,~Zeus all-ruling,
may it not escape thee and thine eyordeathless powerl The old prophecies
oonoerninr Laius are fadingi already men are setting them at neurit, and
nowhere is Apollo glorified with honours j the worship of the -ods is
perishing.
(Jooasta oomes forth, bearing a branch, wreathed with festoons of wool,
whioh, as a suppliant, she is about to lay on the altar of the household
god, Lyoean Apollo, in front of the palace.)
^Cross to up loft.
Cross to Chorus.
Turn.
Cross to Messenger.
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JOCASTA1
Prinoea of the land, the thought has cone to mo to visit tho shrine*
of the gods, with this wreathed branch in my hands, and these gifts of in-
censo. For Oodipus oxoites his 30ul overmuch with all manner of alarms.
Sinoo, then, by counsel I oan do no good, to thee, Lyoean Apollo, for thou
art nearest, I have oome, a suppliant with these symbols of prayer, that
thou mayest find us some riddance from unoleanness. For now we are all
afraid, seeing him affrighted, even as they who see fear in the helmsman of
their ship.
(While Jocasta is offering hor prayers to the god, a Messenger,
evidently a stranger, enters and addresses the Chorus.)
MESSENGER2
Might 1 learn from you, strangers, whero is the house of the king
Oedipus? Or, better still, tell ao where he himself is—if ye Iciow.
Ml
This is his dwelling, and he himself, stranger, is withinj and this
lady is the mother of his children.
H3SS2NQER3
Then may she be ever happy in a happy hone, since she is his heavenblest
queen.
JOCASTA4
Eappinass to thee also, stranger I Cut say what thou hast oome to soot
or to tell.
Good tidings, lady, for thy house and for thy husband.
Cross in to Uessenger.
Cross In to Messenger.
^urn to handmaid.
*Crosa down left.
Cross to Jooasta.
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JOCASTA
What are they? And from whom hast thou oome?
ME3S5KGER
Prom Corlnthi and at the messa-e which I will speak anon thou wilt
rejoloe—doubtless | yot haply grieve.
JOCASTA 1
And what is it? How hath it thus a double potenoy?
mum
The people will make him king of the Isthmian land, as 'twas said there.
JOCASTA
How then? Is the aged Polybus no more in power?
wmwm
o verilyi for death holds hiii in the tomb.
JOCASTA
How saysst thou? 2 Is Polybus dead, old man?
1ESSSKGER
If I speak not the truth, I am oontent to die.
JOCASTA3
0, handmaid, away with all speed, and tell this to thy masterl4 ye
oraoles of the gods, where stand ye now; This is the man whom Oodipus long
feared and shunned, lest he should slay himj and now this man hath died in
the oourse of destiny, not by his hand.
(Oodipus enters from the palaoe.)
OSDIPUB6
Jooasta, dearest wife, why hast thou sumaoned me forth from these doors?
H3r<osi to Oodlpua,
Cross up rl$rt oonter.
Cross to Massonrer,
*Turn and orosa araa.
Croas down loft.
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JOCASTA1
Hear this man, and judge, as thou listenest, to what the awful oraoles
of the gods have oome.
08D1WB
And he—*ho may he be, and what news hath he for met
JOCASTA2
He is from Corinth, to toll that thy father Polybus lives no longer,
hut hath perished.
03DIPIE 3
How, stranger? Let me have it from thine own mouth,
an i
If I must first males these tidings plain, know indeed that he is dead
and gone.
OKDIPDS
By treachery, or by visit of disoase?
- H " ' I
A light thing in the soale brings the aged to their rest,
OEDIPUS4
Ah, he died, it seems, of sickness?
MESSRHGER
Yea, and of the long years that he had told,
OEM PUB
Alas, alas I Why, indeed, my wife, one look to the hearth of the
Pythian seer, or to the birds that scream above our heads, on whose showing
I was doomed to slay my sire? But he is dead, and hid already bemath the
earthj and here am I, who have not put hand to spear .5—-Unless, perohanoe.
T'urn.
2
Cross to Oedipus.
Cross to center.
4Cross to center.
6
Turn.
he was killed by longing for me? Thus, Indeed, I should be the oauso of
his death.1 But the oraolas as they stand, at loast, Polybus hath swept
with him to his rest in Hades i they are worth noui-ht.
JOCASTA2
Say, did I not so foretell to thee long sinoe?
OEDIPDS
Thou didst« but I was misled by my foar,
JOCASIA
How no more lay aught of those things to heart.
OEDIPUS
But surely I must needs fear my mother's bed?
JOOASTA
Nay, what should mortal fear, for whom the deorees of Fortune are
supreme, and who hath olear foresight of nothing? 'Tis best to live at
random, as one may. But fear not thau touohing wedloek with thy mother.
I/any men ere now have so fared in dreams alsot but he to whom those things
are as nought hears his life most easily.
OEDIPDS
All these bold words of thine would have been well, were not my mother
livlngj* but as it is, sinoe she lives, I must noeds fear—though thou
sayest well.
JOCASTA
How be it thy father's death is a great sign to cheer us.
OEDIPDS6
Great, I knowj but my fear is of hor who lives.
Cross to Oodipus.
2
Cross down ri~;ht.
8Turn.
4
Cross to Cwdipus.
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HESSEHGEH1
And who is the woman about whom ye fear?
OEDIPUS
Merope, old man, tho oonsort of Polybus.
K3SSEHGEH
And what is it in her that moras your fear?
OSDIPTB
A heaven-sent oreole of dread i port, stranger.
MESSENGER
Lawful, or unlawful, for another to know?
OSDIPUB
Lawful, surely, Loxias onoe said that I was doomed to espouse mine
own mother, and to shed with mine own hands my father's blood.
2 Yiherefore
my home in Corinth was long kept by me afarj with happy event, indeed,—yet
still 'tis sweet to see the face of parents.
KESSEHGEB5
Has it indeed for fear of this that thou wast as exile from that oity.
OEDIPUS
And because I wished cot, old man, to be the slayer of my sire.
HESSEKGER
Then why have I not freed thee. Icing, from this fear,
4 seeing that I
came with friendly purpose?
OEDIPDS
Indeed thou shouldst have guerdon due from me
,
Put hand on Oedipus 'a shoulder.
Cross to oenter.
8Tura.
Cross a few steps ri^ht.
Cross more right.
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NB6SMKBB
Indeed 'twas chiefly for this that I came—that, on thy return home,
I might reap a one good.
OEDIPUS
May, I will never go near ay paronts
,
MESSENGER1
Ah, my son, 'tis plain enough that thou knowest not what thou dosst.
OEDIFUB
How, old man? For the Rods' lore, tell me,
MESSENGER
If for these reasons thou shrinkest from going home,
OEDIPUS*
Aye, I droad lest Phoehus prove himself true for me,
MESSENGER
Thou dreadest to be stained with guilt through thy parents?
OEDIPUS 3
Even so, old man—this it is that ever affrights ma*
MESSENGER
Cost thou know, then, that thy fears are wholly vain?
OEDIPUS4
How so, if I was born of those parents?
rsi-:;::,R
Be cause Polybus was nothing to thee in blood,
OEDIPUS6
Whet sayest thou? Was Polybus not my sire?
•'•Turn and oross to oorrtsr.
2Turn.
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BESS
So more than he who speaks to thee.
O^DIPDS
And how oan my sire be level with him who is as nought ton?
mantra
Kay, he begat thee not.
OBDini
Hay, wherefore, then, called me his son?
MESSi:
Know that he had reoeived thee as a gift from my hands of yore.
O'TCIPTB 1
And yet he loved me so dearly, who oame from another's hand?
iwma
Tea, his former childlessness won him thereto,
CBBIPTB*
And thou—hadat thou bought an or found me by ohance, when thou gavest
me to him?
MESSEHGKB
Found thee in Cithaeron's winding glens,
mtftivt
And wherefore wast thou roaming in those regions?
mBsnaa
I was there in charge of mountain flocks.
03DIFTB
what, thou wast a shepherd—e vagrant hireling?
Cross to Osdipus.
Cross to Ifesssngor.
3
Cros3 down right.
Turn,
Cross in a few steps.
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HESSENQSR1
But thy preserver, my son, in that hour.
OEDIPUS 2
And what pain was mine when thou didst take me in thine arms?
r.r.
. . v
The ankles of thy foot rai?ht witness.
0SPIHJ5
Ah ma, why dost thou speak of thst old trouble?
-
:~
I frood thee when thou hadst thine ankles pinned together.
obdifob'
Aye, 'twas a dread hrand of shame that I took from ay oradle.
Suoh, that from that fortune thou wast oalled by the name which still
is thine,
OBDIPTB
Oh, for the gods' lore--*** the deed my mother's or father's?4 Speafct
I
I know notj he who save theo to me knows better of that than I.
"hat, thou hadst me from another? Thou didst not light on me thyself.
MESS.
Ho: another shepherd save thee up to me.
SBDini
Who was he? Art thou in cause to tell olearly?
Cross to Messenger.
Turn end oross to Jooasta.
Cross to Oedipus
•
Cross down left.
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I think he was oallad one of the household of Laiua
.
0BDIP1B
The king who ruled this country long ago?
So ' .,..'.
The samsi 'twas in his sorvioe that the man was a herd.
1
Is he still alive, that I night see him?
Hay, ye folk of the oountry should know best.
OEDIPTB
Is thero any of you here present that knows the herd of whom he speaks—
that hath seen him in the pastures or the town? Answer I The hour hath ooms
that these things should be finally revealed.
Methinks he speaks of no other than the peasant whom thou was already
fain to seej but our lady Jooasta might best toll that.
0:.DIPEB2
Lady, wottont thou of hlra whom we lately suamoned? Is it of h'jn that
this nan speaks?
JOCASTA5
Why ask of whom he spoke? Regard it not, ..waste not a thought on what
he said..ltwere idle.
OSDIPTS*
It Tiust not be that, with suoh clues in my grasp, I should fail to
bring my birth to lir;ht.
Turn.
5
Turn baok.
Turn to Oedims.
Cross down rich*.
5
Cross to Oedipus.
6Turn.
Cro»» dowu loft.
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JOCAP :
For tho gods' saks, if thou hart any care for thine own lifo, forbear
this searchl My anguish is enough ,2
0?D I PES
Be of good eouragej thou h I be found the son of a servile mother,
thou wilt not be proved base-born.
JOCASTA
Yet hoar me, I implore theet* do not thus.
OEDIPUS
I must not hear of not discovering the whole truth,
JOCASTA
Yet I wish thee well—I counsel thee for the best,
OHIPIB 4
These best counsels, then, vex my patience,
JOCASTA
Ill-fated onel^ Mayst thou never cone to know who thou art I
T
°TB
Go, some one, fetch me tho herdsman hither, 6—«nd leave yon woman to
glory in tor princely stock,
JOCASTA
Alas, alas, miserable l~that word alone can I say unto thee, and no
other word henoeforth for ever,
(She rushes into the palaoe,)
LRADES7
Why hath the lady gone, OsdtTjs, in a transport of wild grief? I
misdoubt, a storm of sorrow will broak forth from this silanoe.
Cross in front of Chorus.
*
"Cross down lent.
3„iurn.
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OEDIPTJB 1
Break forth what wilU Be my raoe never so lowly, I must orave to
learn it. Yon woman, perehanoe thinks shams of ray base souroe. But I,
who hold myself sons of Fortune that Elves r.ood, will not b» dishonored.
She is the mother from whom I springj and the months, my kinsmen, have
marked me sometimes lowly, sometimes great.2 Suoh being my lineage, never
more oan I prove false to it, or spare to search out the secret of my birth.
Mm
(singing) If I am a seer or wise of heart, Cithaeron, thou shalt
not fail to know at tomorrow's full moon that Oedipus honours thee as native
to him, as his nurse, and his mother, and that thou art celebrated in our
dance and song, because thou art well-pleasing to our prinoe. Phoebus
to whom we cry, may these things find favour in thy sight
I
antistrophe
Who was it, my son, whom of the race whose years are many that bore
thee in wedlock with Pan, the mountain-roaming father? Or was it a bride of
Loxias that bore thee? For dear to him are all the upland pastures. Or
perchance 'twas Cyllene's lord, or the Baoohants' god, dweller on the hill-
tops, that receiv d thee, a new-born joy, from one of the Kyaphs of Relioon,
with whom he most doth sport,
OEDIPTB5
Blders, if 'tis for me to guess, who have never met with him, I think
I see the herdsman of whom we have long been in questj for in his venerable
age he tallies with yon stranger's years, and withal I know those who bring
him, methinks, as servants of mine own. But porohanoe thou mayest have the
advantage of me in knowledge, if thou hast seen the herdsman before.
Cross to Messenger.
Cross to Herdsnan.
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L'ADSE
Aye, I know him, to be surei he was in tho sorvioe of Laius—trusty as
any man, in his shepherd's plaoe.
(The herdsman is brought in.)
05DIPDB
I ask thee first,1 Corinthian stranger, is this he whom thou meanest?
MESSENGER
This man whom thou beholdost.
OEDIPUS 2
Oh thou, old man—I would have thee look this way, and answer all that
I ask thee. Thou wast onoe in the servioe of Laius?
HSRDSMAH
I was—a slave not bought, but reared in this house,
OEDIPUS
Employed in what labour, or what way of life?
For the best part of my life I tended flooks.
OEDIPUS
And what the regions that thou didst ohiefly haunt?
H3RDSMAN
Sometimes it was Oithaeron, sometimes the neighboring ground.
OEDIPUS
Then wottest thou of having noted yon man in these parts?
f'S Al
Doing what? What man does thou mean?
'Cross to Jfosasngbr.
9
Cress to Herdsman.
Cross up right a few steps.
*Cros« down left.
Cross down.
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OSDIPtS 1
This mem hero—or of having ever mot him before?
IMU
Not bo that I could speak at once frcn memory.
MESSEH3ER
And no wonder, master.2 But I will bring olear reoolleotion to hie
ignorance. I am sure that he well wots of the time when he was abode in
the region of Oithaeron,—he with two flooks, I, his oomrade, with one,
three full half-years, from spring to Aroturusj and then for the winter I
usod to drive my flock to mine own fold, and he took his to the fold of
Laius. Did aught of thi3 happen as I tell, or did it not?
i uttaaP
Thou speakest the truth—though 'tis long ago.
Come, tell me now-^wottest thou of having given me a boy in those days,
to be reared as mine own foster-son?
mini
What now? Why doet thou ask the question?
MESSEH1ER
Yonder man, my friend, is he 1*10 then was young.
Plague seize thee—be sllont onoe for alU
OBDIPIB 6
Hal Chide him not, old man—thy words noed ohidlng more than hia.
I I ; _.: c
And wherein, most noble master, do I offend?
*Croai to Oedipus.
I0ro»« to Chorua,
rurn.
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OEDIR'S
In not tolling of the boy concerning whom he asks.
I SDSKAB1
lie speaks without knowled,^—-he is busy to no purpose,
OEDIPUS
Thou wilt not speak with a good graoe, hut thou shalt on pain.
ITTOSMA"
Hay, for the gods' lo-ra, misuse not an old ma.nl
02DIPUB
Ho, some one—pinion him this instantl
HERDSMAN
Alas, wherefore? What more wouldst thou learn?
OEDIPDS
Didst thou giTe this man the ohild of whom he asks?
HKRDSMAB
I did,—and would I had perished that dayl
0EPIP0S
Well, thou wilt coos to that, unlass thou tell the honest truth,
BMaUl
Hay, muoh nore aa I lost, if I speak,
o^Diprs 8
The fellow is bant, methinke, on mors delays.
TTBRD8HAB
So, nol I said before that I gave it to him,
03DIPCS5
Whenoe hadst thou got it? In thine own house, or from another?
Cross to Oedipus.
?Turn.
Cross to "erdsraai.
Cross left oouple of stops.
^urn.
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I aautu
Kine own it wis not~I had ro eived it fr-jn a man.
OEDIPUS
From whom of the oitisens here? From rfiat home?
M BM*
Forebear, for the gods' love, Mister, forebear to ask morel
03DIPCS
Thou art loat if I have to question thee again.
3RDSMAH8
It was a child, than, of the house of Laius.
OSDIHB8
A slave? Or one born of his own race?
Ah rae~I am on the dreaded brink of speech.
0.DIP1B
And I of hearing) yet must I hear.
H3RDSMA56
Thou must know, then, that 'twas said to his own ohild, but the lady
within could best say how these things are.
.DIPTJS
How? She gave it to thee?
am a
Yea, king.
CKEIPDS
For what end?
Cross to Oedipus
.
Cross to o»nter.
Ttossonppr and Herdsman oxit loft,
4Cross loft.
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nnuu
That I should make away v/ith it,
OEDIPUS
Bar oto child, the wrotoh?
Aye, from fear of evil prophecies.
03EIPGS
What vara they?
HSRDSMAH
The tale ran that hs Bust slay his sire,
PUS
Why, then, didst thou give him up to this old nan?
•
'
Through pity, master, as deeming that he would bear him away to another
land, whanoe he himself oamej hut he sated him for the direst woe.l For If
thou art what this man saith, '-enow that thou wast born to misery,
OSDIPUS 8
Oh, ohl All brought to pass—all true I Thou li^ht, may I now look at
last on thee—1 who ha-re been found accursed in birth, aooursed in wedlook,
aoeursad in the shedding of bloodl
(Ha rushes into the palaoe.)
CHORUS strophe l4
(singing) Alas, ye generations of :nan, how mere a shadow do I count
your life I VThere, where is tho aortal who wins more of happiness than just
the seeming, and, after the semblance, a falling away? Thine is a fata that
warns no,—thine, thine, unhappy Oedipus—to call no earthly creature blest.
^Cross to Seoond Itessenfpr.
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antistrophe 1
Oedipus, thou hast been nallad our kin;, and hast bean honored supremely,
bearing sway in great Thebes,
strophe 2
But now whose story is more grievous in sen's oars? Who is a more
wretched captive to fieroe plagues and troubles, with all his life reversed?
Alas, renowned Oedipusl The sane bounteous place of rest suffioed thee,
as child and as sire also, that thou shouldst make thereon thy nuptial oouoh.
antistrophe 2
Time the all-seeing hath found thee out in thy despitei he judjeth
the monstrous marriage wherein begetter and begotten have long been one,
Alas, thou ohild of Laius, would, would that I had never seen thee; I
will wail as one who pours a dirge from his lipsj sooth to speak, 'twas
thou thrt revest me new life, and through thee darkness bath fallen upon
mine eyas.
(Enter Second Messenger from the palace.)
SECOND MESSENGER
Ye who are ever most honoured in this land, what deeds shall ye hear,
what deed behold, what burden of sorrow shall be yours, if, true to your
raoe, ye still oare for the house of Labdaousl For I seen that not Ister
nor Fhaals oould wash this house clean, so many are the ills that it shrouds,
or will soon bring to li-ht,—ills wrought not unwittingly, but of purpose.
And those griefs smart most which are seen to be of our own oholoe.
L-JU5BR1
Indeed those which we knew before fall not short of claiming more
lamentation! besides them, what dost thou announoe?
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SECOND lfESSBHGHH
This is the shortest tala to tall and to heari our royal lady Jocasta
is dead,
LEADER
Alas, hapless one I From what oauso?
'IX HES3SH3EB
By hsr own hand. When, frantic, she had passed within the vestibule,
she rushed straight towards her nuptial couoh, olutching hor hair with the
fingers of both hands, Onoe within the chamber, she dashed the doors
together at her baokj then called on the nana of Laius, long sir.oe a corpse,
mindful of that son, begotten long ago, by whom the sire was slain, leaving
the mothsr to breed aooursed offspring with his own. And she bewailod -Hie
wedlook wharein, wretched, she had borne a two-fold brook, husband by hue-
band, ohildren by her ohild. And how thereafter she perished, is more than
I know. For with a shriek Oodipus. burst in and suffered us not to watch her
woe unto the end| on him, as he rushed around, our eyes were set. To and
fro he went, asking us to give him a sword, asking where he should find the
wife who was no wife, but a mothar whose womb had boras alike himself and
his ohlldron. And, In his fronsy, a power above man was his guide j for 'twas
none of us mortals who were nigh. And with a dread shriek, as though sow
one beokoned him on, he sprang at the double doors, and from their sookots
foroad the bending bolts, and rushed into the room. There beheld we the
woman hanging by the nook in a twisted noose of swinging cords. But he,
when he saw her, with a dread, deep ory of misery, loosed the halter whereby
she hung. And when the hapless woman was stretched upon the ground, then
was the sequel dread to see. For he tore from har rainent the colden
Cross to Chorus.
2Cross down rijrht,
^xit.
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brooohes wherewith she was docked, and lifted them, and smote full on his
own eya-balls, uttering words like those t 'Bo more stell ye behold such
horrors as I was suffering and working Long enough have ye looted on
those whom yo aught nevar to h»ve seen, failed in knowledge of those whoa
I yearned to know~henoeforth ye shall be dcrkl To such dire refrain, not
once elone but oft struck he his eyee rrith lif i-.od kui| and at eaoh blow
the ensanguined eyeballs bedewed his Ivsrrd, nor sent forth sluggish drone
of gore, but all at once a dark shower of blood oams down like hail. From
the deeds of twain such ills hava broten forth, not on one alone, but with
nin'led woa for man and wife. Th<3 old Happiness of their ancestral fortune
was aforetime happiness indeedi but today—lamentation, ruin, death, shame,
all earthly ills that oan be nanad—all, all are theirs.
LEADER
And hath the sufferer now any respite from paint
SKCOHD M2SSSH3BB1
He cries for somo one to unbar the gates and show to all the Cadneans
his father's slayer, his mother's slayer, as purposing to oast himself out
of the land, and abide no more, to melee the houso accursed und^r Ms own
ourse. How be it he laoks strength, and one to guide his steps j for the
anguish is more than man may bear. And he will show this to thee alsoi
for lo, the bars of the gates are withdrawn, 2 and soon thou shalt behold a
sij^it whioh oven he who abhors it must pity,'
(The oentral door of the palace is now opened, Oedipus comes forth,
leaning on attendants j the bloody stains rr "till upon his faoe. The
following lines between Oedipus and tho C! eras are chanted rosnonsively.)
Crosa left to Chorut,
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drsad fate Tor men to see, most dreadful of all that have met rain*
eyes I Alas, alas, thou haplo33 oriel -ay, I oannot e'en look on thee,
though there Is much that X would fain ask, iain learn,
.PI*
Woe is mel Alas, alas, wratched that I ami ..hither, wldtlier an I
borne in ny misery? Hon is my voice swept abroad on the wings of air?
Oh my Fate, how far hast thou sprung?
CHORUS
lo a dread place, dire in men's ears, dire In their sight,
OSii strophe 1
thou horror of darkness that enfoldest me I Ay :m, and onoe agiin,
ay mel Low is ay soul pierced by the stab of theso goads, and withal by
the moaory of sorrow*
I
mm
Tea, amid woes so many a two fold pain may well be thine to mourn and
to bear,
OjSDIPJB1 antistrophe 1
Ah, friend, thou still art steadfast in thy tendanoe of me, --thou still
hast patience to oare for the blind manl Ah mel Thy presence is not hid
from me—no, dark though I am, yet I know thy voioe full well,
CHORUS
Han of dread deeds, how oouldst thou in suoh wise quenoe thy vision?
what more than human power urged thee?
hvrnur and cross loft.
2Iurn.
Cross to Chorus.
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M -s 1 strode 2
Apollo, friend*, /.polio n hs that brou^t those ay woos to pass,
these ray sore, sore wooei but the head thet struck the eves woa nous kh
mine, wretohed thet I ami Why was I to see, whan sisht oould show ne nothing
sweet?
MM
These things were even ee thou sayest,
OEDIPUS8
Say, friends, what can I more behold, what can I love, what i*rooting
can touoh mine ear with joy?8 Haste, lead me from the land, frionds, lead
no henos, the utterly lost, the thrice aoourssd, yea, the aortal moet
abhorred of heavenl
MM
Wretohed alike for thy fortune and for thy sense thereof, would that
I had never so aueh as known thee I
OKDIPTJB ontistrophs 2
Perish the nan, whoe'er he was, that freed ne in the pastures from the
oruel shackle on ay feet, and saved no fran death, and ^ave oe baok to llfe,~
a thankless deedl Ilad I died then, to ay friends and to thine own soul I
had not been so sore a grief
.
(MM
I also would bare had it thus,
KM
So had I not come to shed ay father's blood, nor been celled among
en the spouse of her front whoa I sprang*
Cross ri^ht.
JTurn.
*Turn and cross s. few steps ri$it.
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Cronus
I know not how I can say that thou hast counselled well! for thou
were better dead than living and blind.
OEDIPUS
Show me not at large that these things are not best done thust* give
n» oounsel no more. For, had I sight, I know not with what eyes I oould
e'en have looked on my father, when I came to the plaoe of the deed, aye,
or on my miserable mother, sinoe against both I have sinned suoh sins as
strangling oould not punish.** But deem ye that the sight of ohildren born
as nine were born, was lovely for me to look upon? No, no, not lovely to
mine eyes for ever.' I have dooned myself to know these no more, by mine
own oomnand that all should thrust away the impious one, and of the race of
Laiusl
After hearing such a stain upon me, as I to look with steady eyes on
this folk? No, verilyi no, were there yet a way to choke the fount of
hearing, I had not spared to make a fast prison of this wretched frame, that
so I should have known nor sight nor sound, Alas, Cithaeron, why hadst
thou a shelter for me? When I was given to thee, why didst thou not slay
me straightway, that so I might never have revealed my souroe to men? Ah#
Polybus,—-ah, uorinth, and thou that wast called the ancient house of my
fathers, how seeming-fair was I your nurseling, and what ills were festering
beneathl For now I am found evil, and of evil birth.
Hide me somewhere beyond the land, or slay me, or oast me into the sea,
where ye shall never behold me morel
(Enter Creon)
TJrose to Oedipus.
'Cross to Croon.
sTurn.
Cross down right.
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LSADER
Nay, here is Creon, in meet season for thy requests, crave they act
or oounselj for he alone is left to guard the land in thy stead.
CREOH1
I have not oome in .-nookery, Oedipus, nor to reproach thee with any
bygone fault. (To the attendants) But ye, if ye respeot the children of
men no more, revere at least the all-nurturing flame of our lord the Sun,—
spare to show thus nakedly a pollution auoh as this,—one whioh neither
earth oan weloome, nor the holy rain, nor the light. Nay, take him into
the house as quiokly as ya mayj for it best aooords with piety that kinsfolk
alone should see and hear a kinsman's woes.
OEDIPUS2
For the gods' love, grant me a boom for thy good I will speak, not
for mine own.
CREOH8
And That wish art thou so fain to have of me?
OEDIPUS
Cast me out of this land with all speed, to a plaoe where no mortal
shall be found to greet me more,
CREOH
This would I have done, be thou sure, but that I craved first to
learn all my duty from the god,
0SDIPU3 4
Hay, his behest hath been set forth in full,—to let me porish, the
parricide, the unholy one, that I am.
^urn.
Cross to Creon.
°Cro8» to oenter.
*Iurn.
^Cross to Creon.
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Such was tho purpose j yet, seeing to what a pass we liave oono.
OEDIPUS 1
mil ye, thon, seek a response on behalf of suoh a wretoh as I amT
CHEOS
Aye, for thou thyself wilt now surely put faith In tho ;od.
CEDIPGBS
Yeai and on thee lay I this charge,—give to her who Is within such
burial as thou thyself wouldest, Dut for mo—«iever let this oity of ny
sire be condemned to have as dwelling therein, while I livei 3 no, suffer
tjo to abide on the hills, which my mother and aire, while they lived, set
for my appointed tomb,—*that so I any die by their decree who Sought to slay
me, new be It of thus nueh am I euro,—that neither sioknsss nor aurb^ else
oan destroy nei for never had I been snatched from death, but in reserve
for some strange doom.
Nay, let my fato go whither it .villi but as touching my ohildran,4—
I pray thee, Creon, take no care on tine for ay sonsi they are men, so that,
be they where they may, they oan never l&ok the moans to live, Hut my two
girls, poor haploss onoa,—who never knew ray table spread apart, or looked
their father's presonoe, but ever in all things shared my daily bread,—
I
pray thoe, oare for them| and—if thou oanst—suffer me to touoh thon with
my hands, and to Indulge my grief
,
8 Grant it, prinoe, rrent it, thou noble
boortl Ah, oould I but onoa touoh them with ay hands, I should think that
they were with me, even as when I had si-'Jit,
(Croon's attendants lead in tho ohlldren Antigone and Israone.)
Cross up oonter.
ZCross to fcahind Ctediput
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Ah?* ye gods, can it be ray loved ones that I hear sobbing,~oan Creon heirs
taken pity on me and sent as my children—«ny darlings? Am I right?
CREOH
Tea, 'tis of my contriving, for I knew thy joy in them of old,-wthe joy
that now is thine.
OEMPtB
Then blessed be thou. My children, where are ye? Come hither,—hither
to the hands of him whose mother was your own. For you also do I weep—
behold you I cannot—when I think of the bitter life in days to oon» which
men will make you live, Hhen ye are now oome to years ripe for marriage,
who shall he be, who shall be the man that will hazard taking unto him suoh
reproaohes as must be baneful alike to my offspring and to ;, .vrel Your sire
slew his sire, he had seed of her who bare him, and begat you at the sources
of his own being I Suoh are the taunts that will be oast at youj and who
then will wed? The man lives not, no, it cannot be, my children, yet ye
must wither in barren maidenhood.
To you, my ohildren, I would have f;iven much oounsel, were your minds
mature; but not I would have this to be your prayer—that ye live where
oooasion suffers, and that the life whioh is your portion may be happier
than your sire's,
CREOH2
Thy grief hath had large scope enoughi nay, pass into the house.
OEDIHB
I must obey, though 'tis in no wise sweet.
CREOH
Yea i for it is in season that all things are good.
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!>IPUS
Knowest thou, then, on what oonditions I will got
CHEON
Thou shalt nans thenj so shall I know then, when I hear.
03DIPUS
See that thou send ne to dwoll beyond this lend,
:oh
Thou askest me for what the god must give.
OEDIPUS
Hay, to the gods I have beocme aost hateful.
creoi:
Then shalt thou have thy wish anon.
OSDIFUS
So thou oonsentest?
CREOH
'lis not my wont to speak idly what I do not mean.
OXIPOS
Then 'tis time to lead no henoe,
CREOH
Cans, then,—but let thy children go.
OEDIPUS
Hay, take not these frcm oat
CREOH
Crave not to be master in all things i for the mastery whioh thou didst
win hath not followed thee through life.
False hands.
13U
CHORTB
(singing) Dwellers in our native Thebes, behold, this is Oedipus, who
knew the famed riddle, and was a man most mi$ity. On whose fortunes what
citizen did not gaie with envy? Behold into what a stormy sea of dread
trouble he hath Cornell
Therefore, while our eyes wait to see the destined final day, we must
call no one happy who is of mortal race, until he hath orossed life's border,
free from pain.
THE END
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PROPERTY LIST
For the Chorus
t
Suppliant branches
For Jocastat
A suppliant, branch
A box of incense
For Teiresiasi
A C2ne
For Antigone and Ismenet
Scarves for their sobbing
Clothes for wiping blood from Oedipus
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SUMHART
The true value of such a thesis lies in the educational experience
offered to the director as he accepted the necessity of doing research
into the field of the Greek tragedy. It was necessary to understand the
philosophy of the time and of the author in order to direct the cast toward
a presentation of the message which is revealed in the script. The director
knew that the acting required for a Greek tragedy would vary greatly from
the modern conception of interpretation, but he was not certain by what
means he would attain the stylized form of acting. After extensive re-
search into the field, the director feels that his general conception of
Greek drama has been widened, and he hopes that his knowledge of the diver-
sity of theatre has been broadened.
The director feels that Greek tragedy can be presented successfully
in high schools, but it is mandatory that any teacher who attempts it must
have a background in Greek theatre before attempting such a production.
Such a play as Oedipus the King cannot be handled in the conventional form
with which a director would approach one of the con\-entional comedies which
are popular in the secondary schools of today. A complete understanding
of this influential period in the history of theatre must be attained
before any teacher should venture forth into an attempt to present a classic
production to an audience which has become accustomed to lisht entertainment.
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A THEATRICAL PRODUCTION
OF 30PH0CLE3'3 0SBIPU3 THE KI1IO
When it was decided that the candidate should produce one of the
classics of world theatre as his thesis, he selected Oedinus the Ring by
Sophocles. The choice was made because of the candidate's personal inter-
eat in Greek tragedy, and he felt that this was representative of the
period and the style of play presented at that tine. It was his objective
to become more familiar with the influential Greek period by studying
the theatre of that period and presenting a production of a specific
representation of that tine.
The author used the University of Denver library and the University
of Southern California library for research during his travels in the
summer of 1958. Unon return to his home in Harlan, Iowa, where the pro-
duction would be presented, he used the Creighton University library for
further reference. With a familiar background behind him, the author cast
the play in March of 1959. The author spent six weeks with his cast in
preparation for the play, and he designed costumes for the seventeen mem-
bers of the cast. He designed a simple stage setting, including one
platform, an archway, and Ionic pillars. When the costumes were completed,
the stage was set, and the actors were rehearsed) the play was presented
May 15, 1959, before an audience of local citizens.
As a result of the work involved in presenting the play, the author
felt that he had attained a much better understanding of Greek theatre
and the influence that it has played on theatre of today. The use of the
Chorus in drama proved to be an interesting challenge both to the director
and the actors. The Chorus was an integral part of th<"tre during the
Greek period, and the choral reading was a pleasant innovation which the
modern audience enjoyed.
The classic style of acting, which is necessary for the presentation
of Oedipus the King , was accepted by the actors a3 a challenge and by the
audience as a different interpretation from the acting which they see so
frequently in modern motion pictures and on television. The director of
the play discovered that the stylized form of acting presented him with an
opportunity of gaining experience in a rewarding venture in direction.
After the play had been presented, the author felt that he had been
offered a rich experience in theatre and that he had given both the actors
and the audience a better conception of what theatre in high schools can be.
